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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper describes a robust method for recognizing vehicles. Our system is based on 
local-feature configuration, and we have already shown that it works very well in infrared 
images. The algorithm is based on our previous work, which is a generalization of the 
eigen-window method. This method has the following three advantages: (1) it can detect even 
if part of vehicles is occluded. (2) it can detect even if vehicles are translated due to running 
out of the lanes. (3) it does not require us to segment vehicle areas from input images.  It is 
true that we have first developed our system with infrared images, but it is not essential for 
our system to employ infrared images. In this paper, applying our system on images of super 
wide-angle, we have shown that our system is effective to optical images, performing an 
outdoor experiment. Our system is good at detecting locations of vehicles, hence it will be 
useful for not only vehicle detection but also such application, ETC, DSRC or so, that system 
needs to know which vehicle it communicates with.  
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The main purpose of vehicle detection was to measure the number of vehicles at each sensing 
point for flow estimation and prediction. As a result, point-oriented sensors, i.e., ultrasonic 
sensors or loop detectors, have been often used. Recently, image-processing sensors have 
become practically available in ITS applications. Not only can those sensors measure the 
number of vehicles but they also can measure velocity; they also have the potential to detect 
traffic accidents. 

We have already proposed an algorithm to recognize vehicles based on local features. The 
algorithm can solve one of the common problems in image-based vehicle recognition 
systems: it can recognize vehicles partially occluded by other vehicles or obstacles.  We 
have shown the effectiveness of our system in infrared images, but in this paper, we describe 
the performance of our system in usual optical images of super wide-angle. Since our system 
is view-based and views of an object in super wide-angle images are different each other if 
locations of the object are different, it is very good at detecting location of the object. 
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We have implemented vector quantization method on IMAP-vision board. In order to explain 
the algorithm, we need to start with the eigen-window method. 

 

 

RECOGNITION ALGORITHM 
 
Our basic algorithm is a generalization of the eigen-window method, originally developed by 
Ohba and Ikeuchi(2)(3)(4). 
 
 
EIGEN-WINDOW TECHNIQUE  
 
The following flow shows how the eigen-window system works:  
1. Make the database set in advance. 
(a) Make the set of training images. 
(b) Extract local feature points from each training image. 
(c) Reduce the number of local features according to the criteria of uniqueness and reliability. 
(d) Compress the set of feature points using eigen-space technique 
(e) Make the database set which consists of pairs of a compressed local feature and the 
location of the feature point in the training image. 
 
2. Compare input images with the database set. 
(a) Extract local feature points from input image. 
(b) Find the closest feature points in the database for each local feature point. 
(c) Make such a vote that two feature points in the input image are voted to the same point if, 
and only if, their relative position is the same in both the training image and the input image. 
(d) Detect according to the result of the vote. 
 

 The original algorithm is based on the eigen-space method (1), in which we calculate eigen 
values of a covariant matrix. The eigen-window method uses small windows as features for 
object recognition. Due to this window method, the algorithm can handle images that contain 
partially occluded objects. 
 
We here explain the essential parts; eigen-space technique, local feature selection part and 
voting operation part. 
 
 
EIGEN-SPACE TECHNIQUE 
 
Let {zi }be M images of size N=m x n.  Each zi can be regarded as a N-dimensional vector.  
We can assume that the sum of all zi is equal to zero because if not we just replace zi into zi 
–c, where c is the average of {zi}. Consider the covariant matrix Q of N x N: 

Q=[z1,…,zM][z1,…,zM]t 

Then Q can be written with some orthogonal matrix T as follows: 

Q= T X T t 
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Figure 1. Detectablity. 
Good 

Not good 

where X is a diagonal matrix whose components are non-negative. That is to say, 
(i,j)-component of X, Xij, is equal to 0 if i not equal to j, is equal to ei , one of the eigen-values 
of Q, if i equals to j. The matrix T corresponds to an orthogonal transformation in N 
dimensional vector space, and in the coordinate transformed by T, Q can be written as a 
diagonal matrix.  It is known that the first several eigen-values of Q are large, but others are 
very small.  This fact shows that in this coordinate, the first k coordinates are important.  If 
we replace T into T’ =Pk T of k x N matrix, where Pk denotes the projection matrix into the 
first k coordinates, and consider {T’ zi} instead of { zi },  then the covariant matrix of {T’ zi } 
is almost the same as Q, but  T’ zi are regarded as k-dimensional vectors.  Hence when we 
need to find the closest image zi for a given input image z, we need to find the closest image 
T’ zi for T’ z. Usually k is about 5-10, whereas N is large (N will be 65536 if the dimension of 
an image is 256x256), thus this technique makes matching very fast. 
 
 
LOCAL-FEATURE SELECTION 
 
In the eigen-window system, the local features are selected according to three criteria of 
detectability, uniqueness and reliability.  
  
Detectability is the criterion that each selected window is actually characteristic. We apply a 
corner detector for each image to satisfy the detectability criterion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Uniqueness is the one that each selected window is unique among all characteristic windows.  
In other words, we remove such characteristic window w that there is a characteristic window 
w' which is similar to w. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reliability is the one that each window is stable with slight movement of the object. We say 
that a window w is stable with slight movement of the object if the following is hold: 
 

Let w be a window of an object O in pose X, and w' be any window of the object O in any 
pose X' such that the poses X and X' are almost the same and the window w' of O in pose X 
corresponds to w.  Then w is similar to w'. 

Figure 2. Uniqueness. 
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We again remove all windows that are not stable. In this way, we obtain a reduced set of local 
features. 

 

 

VOTING OPERATION 
 
We now have the database of characteristic windows {(wi,Ti;xi,yi)}, where wi is the image of 
the window, Ti is the number of the training image to which w belongs, and (xi,yi) is the 
location of w in the image of number Ti. Let (w;x,y) be a window which is located at (x,y) in 
an input image J.  The base space of our voting sytem is ZxRxR, where Z corresponds to the 
number of training images and RxR corresponds to off-sets in a training image. If w is similar 
to wi, then we put a vote onto (Ti; x-xi, y-yi). 

Figure 4. Eigen-window technique. 

 

For all windows in J, we repeat this vote. If the number of votes on a point (I,x,y) is r, it 
means that there are r local features in a training image I such that their relative position in the 
training image is the same as that in the input image. Hence, for each point in the base space 
(I,x,y) on which the number of vote is large enough, our system tells that there is an object in 

 
Figure 3. Reliability. 
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the image I with the off-set (x,y). Note that the off-set (0,0) means that the location in the 
input image is the same as that in the training image. 

Thanks to this voting operation, our system has the following properties: 

1. It might recognize occluded objects when there are a large enough number of their 
local-features that are not occluded in input images. 

2. It can recognize all objects in input images. 
3. It can detect the objects even if the location in an input image is different from that of the 

training image. 
4. It does not require us to segment the vehicle area from the input images. 
 
 
VECTOR QUANTIZATION ALGORITHM 
 
The eigen-window method is very good at recognizing objects, but it takes much time for 
recognition. Actually it takes 30 seconds or more for processing single image on a Sun 
workstation SS-20. In order to make our system fast, we decided to implement our algorithm 
on a hardware parallel vision board, which is called IMAP vision board. But it is not very 
easy to implement the method on a hardware vision board in general, because hardware 
boards do not support floating point calculation, which is required to obtain eigen-values and 
vectors of the covariant matrix. Hence we have implemented another algorithm on the IMAP 
board. The new algorithm is called vector quantization algorithm(3). Its essential part is the 
same as that of eigen-window system, but it is customized for fast integer calculation as 
follows: 

1. We apply an edge detector to obtain binary images from both input and training images. 
2. Feature points are detectable points whose hamming distance between the blocks in their 

neighbourhood is big. 
3. We use code features instead of eigen-vectors: a code feature is the centre of a group that 

consists of similar feature points. In other words, we create a set of some average local 
features, which plays a role of eigen-vectors in eigen-window method. 

The step 1 makes our system faster. In the step 2 and 3, we need only integer calculation, thus 
we can implement this algorithm on hardware image processing board. 
 
Actual implementation is as follows: 

1. Make the database set in advance. 

(a) Make the set of training images: All training images are binarized with an edge detector. 
(b) Extract detectable local feature points from each training image:  A window w of  
(2n+1)x(2n+1) centred in (x,y) is called a detectable local feature point if the following value 
is big: 
min{H(D(x,y), D(x+i , y+j)); -n<=i ,j<=n}, 
where D(x,y) is the binary vector correspond to the window of (2n+1)x(2n+1) centred in (x,y) 
and H denotes the Hamming distance between two binary vectors. 
(c) Compress the set of feature points into code features: For given n, the number of code 
features, we divide the whole space of binary vectors into n segments so that each segment 
includes the same number of local feature points. Taking the center of all local feature points 
in a segment, as binary vector, we obtain the code feature in the segment. 
(d) Make the database set which consists of pairs of a compressed corresponding code feature 
and the location of the feature point in the training image. 
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2. Compare input images with the database set. 

(a) binarize each input image with an edge detector. 
(b) Extract local feature points from the binarized image. 
(c) Find the closest code feature in the database for each local feature point. 
(d) Make such a vote that two feature points in the input image are voted to the same point if, 
and only if, their relative position is the same in both the training image and the input image. 
(e) Detect according to the result of the vote. 
 
 

VEHICLE RECOGNITION EXPERIMENTS 
 
We have already comfirmed that our system works very well in infrared images, in which we 
can obtain a lot of local features in day and night. But we know that our system works well 
whenever we have enough number of local features, even in optical images.  
 
We believe that one advantage of vision system is its wide area of sensing. In order to 
maximize the merit, we have adopted a super wide-angle camera mounted on road.  
 
We have performed outdoor experiments. The experiments are to comfirm that our system 
can track vehicles with multiple training images. We have prepared eighteen training images 
on various locations in advance, and we have experimented if our system can recognize where 
vehicles are. In this experiment, our system has worked well. 
 
 
OUTDOOR EXPERIMENTS 
 

We have performed the experiments in which vehicle location in the super wide-angle camera 
image is identified. We have modeled vehicles of nine different locations on road in advance, 
then for each input images, our system check if there is a vehicle on road, and where the 
vehicle runs. The figure 6 shows the eighteen training images. Our purpose is to identify two 
different color vehicles using one model, thus we make model vehicles of each location from 
two vehicle images. We set the window size to 7x7. We select 30 local features on each image 
(60 local features on one model) to obtain 20 code features. The figure 7 shows the extracted 
feature points and created codes in this experiment. We set the threshold to 45 votes for all 
training images. To make recognition system more robust, the vote space is filtered using 9x9 
mask whose element values are all 1 except the center whose element value is 2. 
 
We use the background subtraction to make our system more robust. We prepare initial 
background image and it is updated according to input images. The subtraction is operated 
after binarization (Shown in Figure 5.). 
 
We have processed 262 images, 143 of them include the white vehicle and 234 of them 
include the black vehicle. The table 1 shows the result of this experiment. Input images using 
the experiments include such bad environments that their shadow is dropped on road and a 
bicycle gets through between the vehicles or that two cars run close in line (shown in Figure 
8). Our system can recognize the vehicles with exact location.  
 
These results show that our system is effective for tracking vehicles, hence our system is 
useful to position-depending vehicle recognition. 
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Background image(binary)      Input image(binary)            Result 
Figure 5. Background subtraction. 

    

        

       

       
(a)White car.                        (b)Black car. 

Figure 6. Eighteen training images. 
 

     

     

     
Figure 7. Feature points in nine models and a code feature set. 

 
 Success Ratio 

White vehicle 141/143 98.6% 

Black vehicle 226/234 96.6% 

False alarms 18/262 6.9% 

Table 1. Results of the experiments 
 
 

subtract
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Figure 8. Examples of the experiments. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
We have confirmed throughout the outdoor experiment that our local-feature based method is 
effective to vehicle recognition with optical images. In our experiment, nine pre-set locations 
of vehicle is give in advance and our system detect where the vehicle in input images are. In 
this experiment the accuracy of our system is over 95%. Since our system is view-based, 
these results suggest that our system is very good at detecting location of vehicles. In 
particular, this kind of system will be useful for such DSRC application that system needs to 
know to which vehicle it communicates with. We are now planning to combine this method 
with our vehicle classification method (6) to obtain intelligent vehicle recognition system. 
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